
TILT INDICATOR '3-in-1'
to monitor your valuable goods 

European distributor on behalf of:
SHOCKINDICATOR ENTERPRISE CO.,LTD



SPECIFICATION

TILTINDICATOR

DESCRIPTION

TiltIndicator 3in1 is applied to the packaging and provides evidence of mishandling if

the shipment is tilted. Providing 360° monitoring of goods that must keep upright. When 

the parcel has tilted, the brass balls move to the corresponding tilt angle, providing 

disputable evidence of mishandling. As a visual reminder to handle with care as carriers 

know and see the package is being monitored.

FEATURES

△ U  nique serial number & Tamper-proof
△ Protect fragile, sensitive or calibrated goods while in-transit.
△ Alert carriers that careful handling is mandatory – visual deterrent.
△ Provide evidence that mishandling occurred.
△ Enhance image with customer, restores faith in your ability to delivery product safely.

TiltIndicator 3in1

120 x 120 x 7.7 mm

-40℃ ~ +60℃ ( -40℉∼140℉)

Activation angle :

Tilt to Left 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80°

Tilt to Right 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80°

Overturn 180°

Brass beads, ABS, Polycarbonate, Semigloss Gloss 

Paper

2 years

50pcs/box

Product name

Dimensions

Operating temperature

Activation angle

Components :

Shelf life

Packing

3in 1



ACCESSORIES - included with each indicator:

Warning/Instruction label 
Length x Width: 100 x 72 mm

1. To note the critical tilt angle for the parcel.
2. Instructions how to handle in case the brass

balls show that critical tilting has happened.

Small Alert sticker
Length x Width: 72 x 20 mm.
To go onto the shipping documents, alerting 
the receiver to check the indicator/parcel first.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Hold the Tiltindicator 3in1 upright and peal off the backside. This arms the indicator.
2.

3.
Attach the Tiltindicator 3in1 onto your parcel. A corner or side helps to keep it straight. 
Write the critical (unacceptable) tilt angle on the Warning/Instruction Label and apply 
that close to the indicator.

If you basically want to know if your 
parcel has been tilted on its side, our 
standard TILT Indicator (±80°angle) 
should be a good, cost-effective choice.
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